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Foreword

This publication primarily serves to document
the exhibition, Peter Richards: An Elective
Family Tree (The Naughton Gallery at Queen’s, 30
August - 7 October 2012), but also explores
Peter’s wider practice and esteemed position in
Northern Ireland’s dynamic art scene. I first
came to know Peter through his role as Director
of the Golden Thread Gallery, where he provided
me with invaluable support in the development of
my curatorial practice and career. This project
including
the
initial
exhibition
and
subsequent publication - marks the first time I
have worked with Peter purely as an artist, and
it has been hugely rewarding to work with him
in this capacity.
Peter is renowned in Belfast for his support,
mentoring and championing of emerging, local
artistic talent, but he is foremost an immensely
talented artist, fabricating work of a world
standard across a range of media including
photography, video and performance.
Born in Cardiff in 1970, Peter relocated to
Belfast in the mid-1990s to undertake a Masters
degree at the University of Ulster, and has
since exhibited his work in both solo and group
exhibitions
at
venues
across
the
region
including the Ormeau Baths Gallery, Context
Gallery and Belfast Exposed.
Peter has also
received much international acclaim, having
represented contemporary Northern Irish art in
major exhibitions including The Belfast Way,
Herzlyia
Museum,
Tel
Aviv; Dogs
Have
No
Religion, Czech Museum of Fine Art, Prague; and
The Nature of Things, Northern Ireland’s
inaugural exhibition at the Venice Biennale.
7

An Elective Family Album offers readers an
insight
into
Peter’s
practice
through
a
transcript of an illuminating conversation
between the artist and Dr. Christa-Maria Lerm
Hayes regarding their recent collaboration,
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees.
Additionally, an essay by Colin Darke explores
the wider themes present in this specific
exhibition and Peter’s practice as a whole.
On behalf of the Naughton Gallery at Queen’s, I
would like to thank Peter for his passionate
dedication to this project.
It has been a
privilege to work with Peter so closely at this
stage in my career, and I hope for readers to
find this publication as rewarding as this
project has been for both Peter and myself.
Ben Crothers
12 December 2012
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Peter Richards in conversation with ChristaMaria Lerm Hayes, 1 September 2012, 11.00am,
Council Chamber, Queen's University Belfast.
Peter: The exhibition, An Elective Family Tree, brings
together a number of recent works, with a work from
1999, to contextualise a dialogue concerning how
references and prior knowledge have both informed and
limited my current thinking. The selected works give a
physical form to an engagement with a variety of
references to artworks and writings that I have
frequently returned to over a period of time.
Significantly, many of the works featured in this
exhibition have been created collaboratively. The Art,
Text, Trees series of large pinhole documents with
accompanying audio tracks, which are at the centre of
the exhibition, were created in collaboration with Mia.
Mia: It's lovely to collaborate. I'd never
collaborated on an art project before, but Peter
and I had in actual fact collaborated on
an
Convergence:
Literary
Art
Exhibitions,
exhibition at the Golden Thread Gallery. For
this project, you started by giving me the image
of the tree and the associated connection of
“family”.
I had never really read Goethe's
Elective Affinities. I had it on the shelf at
home and now looked at the first page or two,
and lo and behold the main character inspects
his lands and particularly walks through his
tree nursery.
Elective Affinities and trees:
that's the first one.
Peter: I think the first reference that I had selected for the
exhibition was Michael Craig-Martin's Oak Tree, from
1973. His work, a partially filled glass of water sitting
on a glass shelf, that he posited is an oak tree, has
informed my thinking and posed a series of challenges for
me: it really is a challenging work.
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Mia : There are many ways art works and artists
refer to their sources and to one another in
this whole web of relations that get more and
more complicated. I think it's very important
to consider pairing it down and failing as well.
The
enablers
of
art
are
usually
small
interventions. Just like your idea to open the
shutter of your camera, the pinhole camera, only
for as long as the reading would go on. It is
the most simple decision to have made. What you
said about the necessity for collaboration, i.e.
that you would have picked lengths of texts
knowing already what the length of exposure
would do: it needed to have that distance.
Peter: I couldn't have done the readings, as I already
knew the process. My knowledge of the process would
have limited the output. The end result would have been
contrived or prescribed before it started. Actually,
without you I couldn't have done this work at all. It's
really interesting for me, because I would have been
limited by prior knowledge, and of course you have
helped widen my knowledge. You introduced such rich
and resonating references.
Mia: I wouldn't have done it if it hadn't been
a pinhole camera, photographs in negative,
ideally upside down. I was pleased that people
weren't going to recognise me.
Peter: The process works by exposing the light reflected
from the subject directly onto photographic paper, which
creates a colour negative, which itself hides so much
information. The whole period of the exposure time is
captured and layered on one surface, collapsing time.
The resulting photograph being in negative “makes
strange” the viewing experience, all the visual
information of a photograph is displayed: it's just not
easily understood.
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A teenager at an exhibition I had in the Cornerhouse
Gallery, Manchester, turned his mobile phone to camera
mode and selected an invert effect, so that he could see
the images the right way round. Before you knew it,
everybody was looking at the photographs through
another device to see a positive version of the image,
adding a new layer of mediation to their experience.
Mia: For me, this image of negativity is of
interest. Not just a negative image, but our
conception of what negativity is, including in
the Beckettian sense, against a sort of enforced
positivity and political correctness. Without
negativity
we
cannot
distinguish
or
discriminate, nor theorize. And that's one of
the wonderful things that Beckett teaches us in
Waiting for Godot. How extraordinarily fruitful
for visual
artists his work has become!
I'm
not talking about Anthony Gormley's metal tree
necessarily, that may not add so much to our
conception of what Beckett did, but Giacometti's
tree certainly did give us an insight into these
things. The metaphor of the tree, which is bare
in the first act and then has four or five
leaves in the second - that is, for me, such a
poignant image that I needed to bring it to the
canon of works that I chose.
Beckett's stage
directions are short, so that made for the
shortest exposure time.
Peter: As part of the development of this exhibition it
was useful for me to return to Rousseau's Social
Contract, particularly its opening chapters, where he
puts forward an understanding of the family as
representing a simple model of a society.
I was really interested in how the model of family as
society related to notions of social construct and how
knowledge informs and limits my thinking.
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Mia: The idea of the family tree, some sort of
particle arrangement of people or societal
hierarchy, is very deeply rooted and conserves
the status quo. They're all things I reflected
on when I thought about literature that had done
something to artists and included a core
reflection on trees. Büchner's Lenz, in the
forest, becoming ever more disturbed, might
share with Rousseau a certain Romanticist
outlook, but the tree is also menacing certainly when it comes in a disorienting
setting, where one can no longer “see the wood
for the trees”. The artist Rodney Graham, in
looping the section of text that I read,
substituted the tree-shaped family hierarchy
with a cyclical worldview, which references the
seasons
and
cycles
of
nature.
And
in
highlighting the connections between various
artists and tree-texts here, what is established
is more of a rhizomatic arrangement (after
Deleuze and Guattari) - to remain with plant
metaphors.
Peter: The piece you see on entering the gallery, the
construct of a corridor, makes reference to Jan Dibbets'
Corrective Perspective works that he started in the late
1960s. His work, for me, opened up a host of issues,
particularly the importance of framing, staging and
construct. Another work that explores those issues is
John Hillard's Cause of Death (1970), which informed
my set of One and Four Causes of Context works.
The tree is used as a construct of a hierarchy, but it is
also a model that can be applied to many different
scenarios.
I like the play inherent in Corrective
Perspective and its forcing of the issue.
Mia:
The image of the tree was also used by
Saussure for the explanation of the signifier
26

and the signified. That linguistic, cognitive
and societal explanation of how we're used to
thinking about things. James Joyce in Finnegans
Wake pressed on issues of the constructedness of
language (and the section I read here was to do
with
two
washerwomen
by
the
Liffey
metamorphosing into tree and stone): something
that has touched many artists. If Joyce, when
living abroad, can be said never to have left
Dublin, a number of emigrated artists with Irish
roots
(like
Michael
Craig-Martin,
Brian
O'Doherty, Tony Smith, David Smith), turned
Joyce's books into their home, their family
tree.
Peter: The last piece to be selected for the show was the
oldest piece of work, the photograph of my parents from
1999. I had a solo exhibition at the OMAC and
constructed a pinhole camera in the middle of the
gallery to create a self-portrait. I'd invited people to
bring photos they had of me and then to discuss which
one looked most like me, and then enacted those photos
of me to camera. I wanted to know what the
interpretation of me was, of how I appear to other
people. Re-enacting the selected photos was an
unpleasant process - you're in front of bright lights,
your lips crack, your eyes water. So trying to look like
myself, or trying to enact myself, was a particularly
unpleasant thing to do.
My parents were across visiting and again asked, “What
do you do? What is it?” The best way for them to
understand what I'm interested in trying to do was to
get them to do it themselves. So I invited them to come
and pose in the gallery for the same twelve minute
period of time. I subjected them to bright lights, had
their lips crack and their eyes water for them to gain
an insight into what I was trying to do. To make these
references is really to try and test the way you are and
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how you see the world or how you're engaging with
what's going on. Have I limited my thinking by
establishing a set of references that intrigue me, that
feed my curiosity? I think I'm more in that position,
because I'm also involved in working with other artists.
One of the things that I get the most out of is working
with others to test my thinking.
Mia: Of course we get confirmation out of the
relationship with our parents. We get a sense of
the appropriate level of ambition and the
richness of the world around us - or even just
the connections that are established for us.
Peter: This project has been a process of re-imagining,
it's the positioning that I'm interested in, locked into.
Mia: The last text is by Simon Morris. It was
in the Convergence exhibition at the Golden
Thread.
Two panels of A0, it's like a
broadsheet - you can imagine it being the size
of a newspaper to be folded. The text has many
small stills of successive frames of Simon
Morris being filmed while reading. These little
pictures do a similar thing to what your
photographs do: they picture a person reading,
and interspersed with that is a text, within a
lovely arrangement of word and image. It is a
text where instances are listed of an artist
reading became art. This short essay speaks
about all sorts of works, including films by
Godard. Yet again: another little loop between
the sources of your exhibition.
Peter: You have to fix certain parameters to then be able
to push and explore and re-imagine. When you're
realising an exhibition it's almost like submitting a set
of accounts, it reflects only that moment in time and its
nuances can be argued depending on the position you're
28

taking at that moment in time. All the information, the
key moments, are there to be interpreted, but it's the
interpretation that's put forward that can be
understood, and is transferrable - but only in that
moment.
Mia: Yes and that's the same as writing a text:
it is only a slice of time, but it's whatever
can be found and whatever is possible to think
now: a little snapshot with a camera.

ENDS: Special Thanks to Ben Crothers, Gail Prentice, Sarah
McAvera
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n Elective Family Tree is a complex and at
times incestuous mass of relationships. It
draws
on
numerous
references,
from
literature, visual art, film and music, some of
which are overtly visible, while some are rather
more oblique, but no less significant. All are
tied together in their allusion to the central
motif of the tree, taking it beyond the
eponymous family tree.
The show is a product of collaborations, as well
as references. Richards has given over to his
collaborators decisions regarding both the
content and the form of much of the work in the
exhibition.
The
references
(and
crossreferences) which bounce around the gallery
space are determinants which ostensibly dilute
the artist's authorship, while maintaining his
underlying authority.
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The texts in the show's largest, six-part piece,
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees, were
elected, not by Peter Richards, but by art
historian Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes, photographed
and recorded as she reads her chosen passages,
the aperture of the camera open for the duration
of the readings. The accompaniment of the
recordings with the photographs whose form they
determine brings to mind Robert Morris' Box with
the Sound of its Own Making of 1961. Indeed,
works from sixties and seventies conceptualism
inform much of the work in the show - but for
this
piece
Richards
has
surrendered
responsibility for content to Lerm Hayes, who
has long had an interest in the relationships
between visual art and literature. Her 2004 book
Joyce in Art, for example, is a comprehensive
analysis of art which responds to the writings
of James Joyce.1 In 2011 she curated a group show
for
Belfast's
Golden
Thread
Gallery,
Convergence: Literary Art Exhibitions, showing
work which considers writings by, for example,
Joyce, Goethe, Beckett, Kafka, Sebald and
Vonnegut.
Her
literary
interests
reveal
themselves here, too, the six works put into
service being:
James Joyce's Finnegans Wake (1939);
Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot (1949);
Georg Büchner's Lenz (1835);
Michael Hamburger's For Ted Hughes (1998);
Johan Wolfgang von Goethe's Elective Affinities
(1809);
Simon Morris' Reading as Art (2011).
The first five of these texts contain within
them references to trees. Joyce's questions
bring together family and tree in beautifully
poetic alliteration and languageplay:
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Tell me of John or Shaun? Who were Shem and
Shaun the living sons or daughters of? Night
now! Tell me, tell me, tell me, elm! Night
night! Telmetale of stem or stone. Beside the
rivering waters of, hitherandthithering
2
waters of. Night!

From Beckett we are given only the stage
directions at the beginning of each of the two
acts. In Act One, “A country road. A tree.
3
Evening. …” the tree, we're later told in the
4
play, has no leaves on this first day, whereas
for Act Two, on the following day, in a small
expression of hope from within the 5 barrenness,
“The tree has four or five leaves”.
Lerm Hayes' choice of Georg Büchner's Lenz
reflects
a
coincidental
formal
similarity
between Richards' pinhole photographs of trees
(made in the studio) and Rodney Graham's largescale images of trees (made en plein air), also
using pinhole cameras. Graham made in 1983, and
again in 1993, text works using the same body of
writing included here. Graham's selection from
the book was looped in a way comparable to the
never-beginning, never-ending Finnegans Wake.
The fragment of Lenz tells the story of
schizophrenic Jakob Lenz's romantic relationship
with nature as he walks through mountains and
lakes, surrounded by pines, whose branches
6
“drooped heavily in the moist air”.
Lenz was
irritated that he could not walk on his hands upside-down, as an image created by a camera
7
obscura/pinhole camera.
The poem For Ted Hughes, written in 1998 by
Michael Hamburger (whose translation of Lenz is
quoted above), about whom a film was made by
Tacita Dean, about whom, in turn, Lerm Hayes has
written (on one occasion alongside Rodney
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Graham). In Dean's 2007 film, Hamburger reads
his poem for Hughes, and thus the inclusion in
Richards' work again places oblique references
within references. The poem's inclusion of apple
trees acts as a memento mori, reminding us that
our short lives are fragments of the world's
perpetual seasonal rotations.
Uneaten this day of his death
in either light the dark Devonshire apples
lie
That from seed I raised on a harsher coast
In remembrance of him and his garden.
Difference filled out the trees,
Hardened, mellowed the fruit to outlast our
8
days.

The garden as the focus of human interaction
with nature is seen again in the quotation from
Goethe - the opening dialogue from his Elective
Affinities, read in its original German. The
aesthetic of this interrelation between design
and nature (and human and human) is a product of
a privileged intellectual correspondence:
»Dann«, fuhr der Gärtner fort, »öffnet sich
rechts das Tal, und man sieht über die reichen
Baumwiesen in eine heitere Ferne.
Der Stieg die Felsen hinauf ist gar hübsch
angelegt.
Die gnädige Frau versteht es; man arbeitet
9
unter ihr mit Vergnügen«.

The sixth and final text is that which
constitutes a work by Simon Morris, made up of
an article on the artist's work published in Fan
magazine and illustrated by a still photograph
of one of Morris' silent reading videos. the
piece was included in the Convergence: Literary
Art Exhibitions show. This neatly concludes the
series of six texts, in its reference to Morris'
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Reading as Art, despite the artist's silence (in
which, the Fan article tells us, “the spectator
is given nothing”) and Lerm Hayes' vocalisation
which gives us everything (along with the
stumblings and misreadings that Morris silently
conceals).
Richards makes references, some more overtly
than others, throughout the work in the
exhibition, to the cinematic and musical, in
addition to allusions to conceptual art. Two
films that make direct appearances are Godard's
Week End of 1967 and Buñuel's Diary of a
Chambermaid of 1964. In both, trees are witness
to rape and murder. Both reveal the uglier side
of the family as an institution, distorted by
the greed and self-interest of capital.
In developing the work for the show, Richards at
one
time
considered
using
Jean-Jacques
Rousseau's The Social Contract. Hidden beneath
the reference to Week End, the book makes its
appearance nonetheless via the cameo appearance
of French Revolutionary Louis de Saint-Just,
who, like Lerm Hayes (but with an angry
passion), reads from a book to camera: “Nowhere
do I see the sweet humanity and equable
moderation which ought to be the foundation of
the contrat social.” (In the Simon Morris piece
selected for Reference Readings, the text refers
to a 2001 work by John McDowall, story of the
time, consisting of stills from Godard films,
showing people reading from books). Richards'
consideration of The Social Contract came from
its insights into the nature of the family
(recognising the self-interest identified by
Godard and Buñuel):
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This common liberty is a consequence of man's
nature. His first law is to attend to his own
preservation … The family is, then, if you
will, the primitive model of political
societies; the chief is the analogue of the
father, while the people represent the
children; and all, being born free and equal,
alienate their liberty only for their own
10
advantage.

Friedrich Engels recognised too that the family
is both a microcosmic form of social relations
and, in class societies, plays a role in
maintaining their inequalities. In The Origin of
the Family, Private Property and the State (also
quoted at length in Week End) he says:
It will then become evident that the first
premise for the emancipation of women is the
reintroduction of the entire female into
public industry; and that this again demands
that the quality possessed by the individual
family of being the economic unit of society
be abolished.11

Allusions
to
the
family
are
abstracted
throughout the show to the sign of the tree and
to the cinema references, but are concretised in
one piece - a pinhole portrait of the artist's
parents, from 1999. This older work, then, acts
as a poignant focal point for the fluent
signification of the show which surrounds it.
During the opening of the exhibition, in the
Queen's University Quadrangle and viewable from
the
gallery
windows,
Richards
and
Sean
Kaluarachchi made a performance piece, This is
Taken, Extended and Repeated, an extract from
Week End. As the title tells us, this is a direct
reference to the Godard film. The community of
cannibalistic anarchists who inhabit the forest,
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from which they organise their campaign of
violence, live their lives accompanied by a
continual rock drumbeat. Drummers exchange
responsibility, replacing each other like a
changing of the guard. The camera's finding of
the drummers in long panning shots acts as a
joke on the tradition of filmic background
music, as well as referencing the military use
of drums in rallying the troops. For the
performance, Richards stood, almost motionless,
hand resting on his umbrella, as Kaluarachchi
reproduced the sound of the drum kit. The piece
took place with a backdrop of trees and its
length equalled the 105 minutes of Week End.
In both Reference Readings and This is Taken,
then, the form of the work is determined by the
duration of the reference material. In this way
Richards has partially surrendered not only the
content, but the form of the work in this show.
This is perhaps a logical extension of the use
of the pinhole, for which the question of the
timing of the opening of the aperture is a far
more significant matter (in its reception) than
in conventional photography. This brings to mind
the work of John Cage, which in some cases
contains external content, such as Symphony for
12 Radios (1951), and in others is determined by
12
temporal parameters, such as 4'33" (1952) and
his scripted lecture 45' for a Speaker (1954):
50"

1'00"

Where it is:
within us
but
like an empty glass
into which
at any moment
anything may be poured
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just something
finitely something
or even
to be able to drink
10"
a glass of water.
Unless some other idea
crops up about it,
that is all I have to say about
structure.

[…]

30"

40"

This makes possible the writing of such
(Cough)
durations as 1/7 + 1/3 + 3/5, all fractions
of a quarter. This brings
(Lean on elbow)
about an
emphasis on uniqueness
so that two nearly the same
durations can each be uniquely itself
just as
two leaves, however much of the same tree
are not
13
identical...

John Cage was an important influence on the early
work of Michael Craig-Martin, most notably his
1974 piece , a glass of water placed on a glass
shelf of which Craig-Martin asserted, “What I've
done is change a glass of water into a full-grown
oak tree without altering the accidents of the
14 15
glass of water”.
Richards says of this piece
that, as a young artist, it created a dilemma for
him, as the act of naming reversed Duchamp's own
act of transforming quotidian objects into art
objects through recontextualisation, rather than
through Craig-Martin's linguistic denomination
(this isn't strictly accurate, though - consider
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Duchamp's giving his urinal the title Fountain).
Craig-Martin's
transubstantiation
through
naming, argues Richards, brings the readymade
into the realm of the individual artist.
Richard's partial surrender of authority to his
collaborators in this show is perhaps an attempt
to redress the balance. His Oak Tree: a Gift
with Four Leaves consists in vandalising the
original through literalisation. He fills his
glass with earth, into which he plants an oak
tree sapling - replacing a Eucharist wafer with
one of Jesus' fingers.16 This piece is again a
collaboration - the oak was found by Helen Sharp
and Deirdre McKenna. The gift came with a purple
ribbon and a note from Sharp on a parcel tag:
To Peter with
love from Inisherk
- from indigenous + ancient
Irish oak forest (at the
back of my cottage!) X

The sapling has four leaves, as instructed by
Beckett (but this is a Craig-Martin oak, rather
than a Beckett willow).
Richards' interest, in his formative years, in
sixties and seventies conceptualism is evident
throughout the show, perhaps no-one more than
John Hilliard's work of that period, whose
exploration of the mechanics of the camera and
measurement of time as determinants of image are
echoed here and in much of Richards' previous
lens work. Hilliard's 1971 Camera Recording its
Own Conditions (7 Apertures, 10 Speeds, 2
Mirrors) a photographic equivalent of the Robert
Morris piece mentioned above, for example,
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consists of 70 photographs of the artist's
camera as it produces images of itself under the
conditions described in the work's title. Sixty
Seconds of Light of 1970 is made up of 12
photographs of a darkroom clock, the shutter
opened in five-second increments to produce
images whose formal qualities are indicated by
the hands on the clock.
Hilliard's Cause of Death of 1974 was a direct
inspiration for Richards' Cause of Context: One
and Four Trees, although this directness is, in
fact, less clear than in other pieces in the
consists
of
four
show.
Cause
of
Death
alternative crops of a photograph of a dead body
on a beach, covered in a white sheet. Each gives
alternative forensic evidence to explain the
death. Rocks, water, fire and a building
surround the body and the four alternative crops
are
captioned
accordingly,
simultaneously
confirming and denying Barthes' assertion that
the photograph caption is one of “various
techniques … intended to fix the floating chain
of signifieds in such a way as to counter the
terror of uncertain signs”: 17
CRUSHED
BURNED

DROWNED
FELL

The relationship between Cause of Context: One
and Four Trees and its referent is, in fact, in
the
distinction
between
their
historical
photographic bases (as well as the beach/beech
homophone). The development of photography
through the nineteenth century, specifically the
shortening of shutter speed and portability of
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the camera, brought with it a change in human
Weltanschauung, the eye and mind influenced by
the viewfinder. Cause of Death recognises this
change and captions its complexity. Cause of
Context, on the other hand, in its return to the
long and static exposure within a fixed
rectangle, through the use of the pinhole
camera, kills this potential, just as the artist
removes the capacity for continued life for the
trees as long as they remain stripped and
cleaned. Richards' choice of the beech came from
the species' characteristic ratio between leaf
size and tree mass, which results in young
saplings' proportionate similarity to adult
trees, allowing the artist to produce images of
apparently grown trees within the confines of
the studio. The beech, however, is not a familyfriendly tree, with the late growth of its
leaves making it inadequate as protection for
nests during the breeding season of birds.
A further direct reference to conceptualism is
seen in Corrective Perspective, responding to
Jan Dibbets’ series of works from the late
sixties titled Perspective Correction. These
consisted of making drawings (in pencil on walls
or by cutting turf, for example) which, seen
through the camera lens, produce exact squares
through, as the title suggests, compensating for
the distortive results of perspective. Richards'
piece is less simple and not empty, consisting
of a two-part painted wood and plaster sculpture
- again, a collaboration, this time with Clare
Price - which when seen through the camera
facing it simulates the appearance of the narrow
Naughton Gallery in sharp perspective. At its
centre, a screen showing a short looped video of
the final few seconds of Diary of a Chambermaid,
with its flash of lightning and the word FIN
40

moving towards us, the graphic travelling
forward, through an invisible space, echoing the
perspective of its surrounding sculpture. This
dramatic ending can be located to a specific
moment in time - 6 February 1934, the date of
the pro-fascist march which concludes the film.
Buñuel's incorporation of the “FIN” into the
narrative of the film, signifying fascism's
ending of so many human aspirations (highlighted
by its accompanying horror-movie lightning) is
dubbed by Richards with The Doors' recording The
End, which begins:
This is the end
Beautiful friend
This is the end
My only friend, the end
Of our elaborate plans, the end
18
Of everything that stands, the end …

The End marks the beginning of Francis Ford
(the
Coppola's
1979
film
Apocalypse
Now
lightning flash replaced with the ominous sound
of helicopter blades). The trees in this opening
sequence burst into flames, struck, not by
lightning, but napalm. The hope signified in
Beckett's four or five leaves is burned out by
this juxtaposition of public support for fascism
and
the
alienation
suffered
by
recruits'
19
participation in the Vietnam War.
The complexity of the interrelations contained
within An Elective Family Tree is not immediate.
The show itself takes the form of a tree, its
references
sprawling
outwards,
occasionally
touching. The strength of the exhibition is its
invitation to consider its immanent structure
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through critical contemplation - much like
Richards' pinhole camera itself, requiring its
long exposure time to capture its image.
Colin Darke
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Illustration List

[01]
Corrective
Perspective:
constructed,
framed and in two parts, in collaboration with
Clare Price
2012, timber, ply, plaster and paint finish with
mp4 looped and optional viewing device,
approx. 240 x 150 x 180cm
[02]
Parents
1999, Kodak archival paper, pinhole exposed.
12 minute exposure, 105 x 164cm
[03]
Reservations
2009/2012, Lightjet print on Fuji Crystal
archive paper, reverse mounted behind Diasec,
33 X 50cm
[04]
Grand & Central
2009/2012, Lightjet print on Fuji Crystal
archive paper reverse mounted behind Diasec,
52 X 34cm
[05]
Cause of context: one and four trees
2012, Pinhole exposed Fuji Duratran mounted on
diabond with gloss archival laminate,
90 x 90cm
[06]
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees
(James Joyce: Finnegans Wake - Anna Livia
Plurabelle), in collaboration with Christa-Maria
Lerm Hayes
2012, Fuji Crystal Archive paper pinhole exposed
for duration of reading, pinned with single
audio channel, looped mp4,
approx. 220 x 127cm
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[07]
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees
(Samuel
Beckett:
Waiting
for
Godot),
in
collaboration with Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes
2012, Fuji Crystal Archive paper pinhole exposed
for duration of reading, pinned with single
audio channel, looped mp4,
approx. 220 x 127cm
[08]
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees
(Georg Büchner: Lenz), in collaboration with
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes
2012, Fuji Crystal Archive paper pinhole exposed
for duration of reading, pinned with single
audio channel, looped mp4,
approx. 220 x 127cm
[09]
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees
(Michael
Hamburger:
For
Ted
Hughes),
in
collaboration with Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes
2012, Fuji Crystal Archive paper pinhole exposed
for duration of reading, pinned with single
audio channel, looped mp4,
approx. 220 x 127cm
[10]
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees
(J.W.v.
Goethe:
Elective
Affinities),
in
collaboration with Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes
2012, Fuji Crystal Archive paper pinhole exposed
for duration of reading, pinned with single
audio channel, looped mp4,
approx. 220 x 127cm
[11]
Reference Readings: Art, Text and Trees
(Simon Morris: Reading as Art), in collaboration
with Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes
2012, Fuji Crystal archive paper pinhole exposed
for duration of reading, pinned with single
audio channel, looped mp4,
approx. 220 x 127cm
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[12]
Oak tree: a gift with four leaves
2012, an indigenous & ancient oak sapling with
soil from the back of Helen Sharp's cottage in
Inisherk, a glass and a glass shelf
[13]
An Elective Family Tree, installation
view
2012, The Naughton Gallery at Queen’s
[14]
(Detail)
Corrective
Perspective:
constructed, framed and in two parts, in
collaboration with Clare Price
2012, timber, ply, plaster and paint finish with
mp4 looped and optional viewing device,
approx. 240 x 150 x 180cm
[15]
This is taken, extended and repeated, an
extract from ‘Week end’, in collaboration with
Sean Kaluarachchi.
2012, A live work made in the distance to be
viewed through a window, 105 minutes
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